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Welcome to the Spring 2013 issue of The Mississippi Business Law Reporter, a publication of the Business Law Section of the Mississippi Bar Association. It is my pleasure and a sincere honor to serve as chair of the Business Law Section for the 2013 fiscal year. I am pleased to serve alongside Section officers, Stanley Q. Smith of Jones, Walker, Waechter, Poitevent, Carrere & Denegre, L.L.P., Vice Chair; James T. Milam of Milam Law PA, Secretary; and immediate past-chair, C. Joyce Hall of Watkins & Eager PLLC. The Executive Committee Members include Jason Bailey of Jones, Walker, Waechter, Poitevent, Carrère & Denégre, Olive Branch; Tammra Cascio of Gulf Guaranty Life Insurance Company, Jackson; and Ryan L. Pratt of Pratt Law Firm PLLC, Madison. Drew Snyder of the Mississippi Secretary of State’s Office is currently serving as our newsletter editor.

As many of you know, the Business Law Section met on November 15, 2012, with the Mississippi Corporate Counsel Association for our annual meet and greet social. The social was held at Nick’s Restaurant in Fondren. Unlike years past, however, we ventured into new territory by inviting a guest of honor to join the event. Our guest of honor, Brent Christensen of the Mississippi Development Authority, provided our attendees with some great insight into the business climate in Mississippi. There were also several student representatives from both the University of Mississippi School of Law and Mississippi College School of Law in attendance. While I can’t speak for everyone, I certainly think it was a huge success. I encourage you to attend the next social event!

I would like to give a special thanks to Joyce Hall, our immediate past-chair, and the other Section Officers and Committee Members for their outstanding work last year.

During our last meeting, the Business Law Section Officers and the Executive Committee Members discussed several activities and goals for the Section’s year, including the following events:

1. Continuing publication of the Business Section newsletters: Spring 2013 and Summer 2013. Drew Snyder welcomes any and all articles and topics of interest which may be informative and helpful to our members.

2. Continue the joint annual ethics hour CLE program with the Mississippi Corporate Counsel Association. This year’s CLE will be held on June 11, 2013. Professor Donald Campbell of Mississippi College School of Law will moderate, and Adam Kilgore, General Counsel of the Mississippi Bar, and David Allen of Page, Mannino, Peresich & McDermott, PLLC will serve as panelists.

3. Award scholarships this fiscal year to deserving students at the Mississippi College School of Law and the University of Mississippi School of Law.

4. Offer a CLE program in May following the close of the Mississippi Legislative Session to provide an update to members on business law topics. This year’s Legislative Update CLE will be held on May 14, 2013.
Ushering in Entity Change: The Development and Advantages of Entity Domestication and Conversion Statutes

By Victoria L. Applewhite

To take advantage of favorable corporate law in another state or a more suitable form of business, an entity may desire to change either its state of incorporation or business entity form through the use of a single-step process. While the majority of states have statutory provisions authorizing domestication and/or conversion, Mississippi does not have a statute that explicitly permits these changes.

While the term “domestication” is sometimes used to describe the process of licensing a foreign corporation to do business in this state, for purposes of this article, the term refers to a corporation discontinuing its incorporation under the foreign state and reincorporating under the laws of this state or vice versa.1 Whether a corporation is a foreign or domestic corporation generally depends upon its place of incorporation and organization, not upon its business activities or location of members and stockholders.2

Conversion of business entities permits the more efficient accomplishment of what would otherwise be a burdensome multi-step process. Without statutory authority to change its organizational form, an entity is not precluded from doing so.3 Instead, the entity must engage in procedures that are more elaborate, more cumbersome, and more expensive but achieve the same result.4 Because the end result of conversion can still be achieved through the use of alternative processes, a statutory provision authorizing domestication and/or conversion would merely create a more efficient system involving only one entity and one document.5

With the authorization of conversion, several problem areas could potentially arise. The rights of creditors, litigants, and owners must be protected.6 The conversion documents must clearly indicate the transfer of business property, and administrative procedures must enable the state to easily record and report on the current status of a business.7 In the case of conversions involving two jurisdictions, additional issues of coordination, reciprocity, and multiple sets of law arise.8

This article will examine general domestication and conversion statutes, discuss the advantages of each, and analyze how other states have dealt with the issue.

DOMESTICATION

Corporations often conduct a substantial amount of business outside their state of incorporation with the approval of other states.9 Most commonly, corporations obtain this approval through a certificate of authority, permitting the corporation to do business in the state without altering its status as a foreign corporation.10 Domestication is a procedure whereby a foreign corporation discontinues its incorporation under the laws of the foreign state and becomes incorporated under the laws of the subject state or vice versa.11 A domesticated corporation typically has all of the powers, privileges, and rights granted to corporations originally incorporated in the subject state, as well as all duties, liabilities, and limitations imposed upon them.12

Domestication under the Model Business Corporation Act

Section 9.20 of the Model Business Corporation Act provides for two types of domestication: a foreign business corporation becoming a domestic business corporation, and a domestic business corporation becoming a foreign business corporation.13 In each case, domestication must be permitted by the laws of the foreign jurisdiction, which also determine the conditions upon which a foreign corporation is authorized to domesticate in this state.14 A foreign corporation may become a domes-
tic corporation only if the laws of its jurisdiction of incorporation so authorize. The domestication must be approved in the manner prescribed by domestication laws in the subject state.

Domestication statutes typically include provisions for a plan of domestication, action on the plan, articles of domestication, surrender of charter upon domestication, effect of domestication, and abandonment of domestication. The filing of the articles of charter surrender terminates the status of corporation as a corporation incorporated under the laws of this state, but the procedure whereby a foreign corporation terminates its incorporation in the foreign state is governed by statute in that jurisdiction. When domestication becomes effective, the corporation is considered to be incorporated under the organic law of this state for all purposes. The domesticated corporation retains both its original date of incorporation in the former state and an uninterrupted status as the same corporation both before and after domestication. Though each state has the option to adopt all or part of the Model Business Corporation Act’s provisions, the act provides an accurate estimate of general domestication statutes.

Advantages of Domestication

Changing the state of incorporation may be favorable for several reasons, all depending on the laws of the subject state. Most notably, a corporation may want to domesticate in a certain state to benefit from advantageous tax laws in that state. For example, Nevada, Texas, and Wyoming impose no corporate income taxes, which may significantly reduce taxes overall, depending on the corporation’s business operations. The laws of the jurisdiction in which a corporation is domesticated provide guidance on such issues as voting rights, protection of officers and directors, and liability. Delaware has notoriously favorable corporate governance regulations, while Nevada laws offer greater privacy and corporate officer liability protection.

Statutory Provisions for Domestication

Thirty jurisdictions in total provide for domestication of corporations. Twenty jurisdictions have authorized domestication specifically by statute, while ten additional jurisdictions have provided for domestication as a type of conversion authorized in conversion statutes. Of the thirty jurisdictions authorizing domestication, five jurisdictions only authorize the domestication of foreign corporations domesticating into the state.

ENTITY CONVERSION

Entity Conversion under the Model Business Corporation Act

Section 9.50 of the Model Business Corporation Act provides for four types of entity conversions: (1) a domestic business corporation to a domestic other entity; (2) a domestic corporation to a foreign other entity; (3) a domestic other entity converting into a domestic business corporation; and (4) a foreign other entity converting to a domestic business corporation. Chapter Nine of the Model Business Corporation Act concerns the conversion of entities, nonprofit corporations, and foreign nonprofit corporations. Though this article focuses solely on entity conversion, the provisions for nonprofit conversion and foreign nonprofit conversion are quite similar.

The concept of entity conversion as discussed in section 9.50 is scarcely found in statutes governing the incorporation and organization of business entities. Thus, if the organic law of a domesticating unincorporated entity does not specifically provide for this type of conversion, section 9.50(c) is intended to authorize such a conversion: “A domestic unincorporated entity may become a domestic business corporation.” A foreign unincorporated entity may only convert under section 9.50 if the laws of the foreign jurisdiction allow the conversion. This provision avoids problematic issues arising if a foreign unincorporated entity were authorized to participate in transactions in this state which would not be permitted under the laws of the foreign jurisdiction.

Though many states have adopted parts, rather than the whole, of section 9.50, the Model Business Corporation Act’s conversion statute includes provisions for a plan of entity conversion, action on a plan of entity conversion, articles of entity con-
version, surrender of charter upon conversion, effect of entity conversion, and abandonment of an entity conversion. The plan of conversion must be adopted by the board of directors and include: (1) a statement of the type of entity the surviving entity will be; (2) the terms and conditions of the conversion; (3) the manner and basis of converting the corporation’s shares into interests or other securities, obligations, etc.; and (4) the text of the organic documents of the surviving entity.

The plan must be approved by the shareholders, voting individually as each class or series of shares of the corporation. The meeting at which votes are cast must have a quorum of at least a majority of eligible voters in that voting group. If the conversion would expose any shareholder to owner liability, each shareholder must consent in writing. After approval of the plan, the articles of conversion are executed and delivered to the secretary of state for filing. In the case of conversion from a domestic corporation to a foreign entity, articles of charter surrender are to be executed and filed. The existence of the surviving entity is uninterrupted, and its date of incorporation or organization remains on its original date of incorporation or organization. The surviving entity is subject to the rights and liabilities of the original entity, though a shareholder who becomes subject to owner liability is liable only for obligations arising post-conversion.

Several types of conversions are outside the scope of this provision: a domestic other entity to another form of unincorporated entity or to a foreign business corporation, and a foreign entity or foreign corporation to a domestic unincorporated entity. However, many states have chosen to generalize the terms of their conversion provisions to allow these types of conversions not covered by section 9.50.

Advantages of Conversion

Without express statutory authority, an entity may still change its organizational form through the use of a multi-step process which is eliminated by the more efficient method prescribed by conversion statutes. For example, without the use of a conversion statute, a partnership may change to a corporation through several methods. In each situation, however, multiple steps are involved: the partnership is dissolved, its assets are transferred or sold to a newly formed corporation, and the former partners become shareholders in the new corporation. Though accomplishing the desired result, this multi-step process involves expenses that would not otherwise exist with a statutory provision authorizing conversion. Distribution of assets is a taxable event, and the dissolution and sale of assets may trigger contractual terms already in existence, requiring accelerated debt payment. Additionally, documentation is necessary for transfers of assets, transfers of real estate, and the sale or assignment of personal property, all of which may impose additional expenses.

Conversion provisions offer a greatly simplified method of accomplishing a change in entity form with respect to property, transfer restrictions, and transaction costs. Property of the converting entity becomes property of the surviving entity by operation of law, without the need for deeds, assignments, or other documents of conveyance. Title insurance continues in favor of the surviving entity, and no sales or transfer taxes apply to a conversion. Additionally, restrictions on transfer, such as non-assignment clauses in leases, are not triggered.

Statutory Provisions for Conversion

Of the forty-two jurisdictions that have a statutory provision for business entity conversions, twenty-eight have either adopted provisions identical to section 9.50 or authorized the types of conversions enumerated in section 9.50. Furthermore, eighteen of those jurisdictions have chosen to adopt provisions authorizing other types of conversions beyond the four provided in section 9.50. Ten jurisdictions have elected to not only expand the types of conversions authorized by statute but also to use such broad terms as to include domestication as a type of authorized conversion in lieu of providing a separate domestication statute. The following states have included domestication in conversion statutes: Alabama, California, Colorado,
Georgia, Hawaii, Michigan, North Carolina, Oregon, Rhode Island, and Texas. 61 Wyoming has perhaps the most expansive conversion statute, broadly stating that “any entity, domestic or foreign, may convert to any other entity, domestic or foreign.”62

In addition to flexibility regarding the provision’s coverage, states have options concerning the drafting and placement of conversion provisions. In the “junction box” model, cross-entity provisions are contained in a single statute, while the “self-contained” model repeats cross-entity provisions in individual statutory chapters governing the specific entity forms. 63 The “junction box” model assures consistency and requires fewer provisions; however, these provisions note that any conversion is subject to organic statutes governing each entity type that may prohibit or restrict any aspect of the conversion process.64 Thus, three statutory provisions would need to be consulted to determine if conversion from one entity to a different entity form is authorized.65 Though repetitive and lengthy, the “self-contained” model places a conversion provision in its entirety in chapters governing each entity form, reducing the number of provisions that must be consulted.66

CONCLUSION

At a minimum, Mississippi would create a more efficient system by following the forty-one states that have enacted a statute authorizing conversion. Twenty-eight jurisdictions provide for both domestication and conversion.67 Thirteen jurisdictions provide only for conversion, 68 while a mere two states provide only for domestication.69 Thus, if a state authorizes conversion, it likely authorizes domestication as well. Furthermore, if Mississippi also elects to authorize domestication, the most efficient method would be to follow the ten states that authorize it as a type of conversion instead of creating a separate provision.
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53 See id. at 371.
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55 Id. at 373.
56 Id.
57 Id.
64 See id. at 381-382.
65 See id. at 382.
66 See id. at 383.
Understanding the Mississippi Registered Agents Act

By Thomas H. Riley, III, Esq., Assistant Secretary of State, Business Services

The Mississippi Registered Agents Act was based upon the Model Registered Agents Act which has been adopted in at least ten other jurisdictions. The original version of the Model Registered Agents Act was adopted by the Uniform Law Commission in 2006. The Model Act was altered to accommodate the various business entity statutes of Mississippi.

Mississippi currently has seven separate registered agent laws. Corporations, LLCs, limited partnerships and nonprofits all have registered agent rules which may vary drastically in fees and filing requirements. For example, under the original Business Corporation Act and the Nonprofit Corporation Act, a limited liability company could not act as a corporate registered agent. This meant a law firm acting as a PLLC could be a registered agent for other LLCs but not for corporations. The reason for this was simple: LLCs did not exist when those corporate acts were passed. By adopting the Mississippi Registered Agents Act (MRAA), all entities which require a registered agent will follow the same rules and have the same applicable fees. These changes allow for consistent procedures and, perhaps most importantly, uniform forms across all entities.

It is important to note the MRAA does not change the duties and responsibilities of a registered agent. In addition, the new law does not require any change in the corporate filings of existing companies. It does alter, however, the manner in which a registered agent is chosen and the way in which changes in that agent’s status are made.

Choosing a Registered Agent

The most radical change promulgated by the MRAA is the creation of two classes of registered agents. A Commercial Registered Agent is an individual or entity classified with the Mississippi Secretary of State as a registered agent for any entity who chooses them. (79-35-6). An example might be a national service company who provides this function. A Non-Commercial Registered Agent is any other individual or entity, not specifically listed as a commercial registered agent, who is otherwise qualified and chosen to be the registered agent for an entity. (79-35-2 (13)).

Commercial Registered Agents will have to register as such with the Secretary of State's office (79-35-6), and their information provided on a list on the Secretary of State's website. This list represents to the public those entities providing a commercial registered agent service to any new or existing company who needs one. Entities choosing a commercial registered agent would not be required to obtain written consent from those agents. Rather, it would be the responsibility of the commercial registered agent to review who had selected them. Should the commercial registered agent choose not to represent one of those companies, it must repudiate its selection within fourteen (14) days. If it does not do so, it has acquiesced. (79-35-5)

Noncommercial Registered Agents will be selected in much the same way as under current rules. The registered agent must consent to act on behalf of a company but the consent no longer needs to be in writing. Noncommercial Registered Agents will also be able to check which companies have selected them. Unlike commercial registered agents, a noncommercial registered agent is not assumed to have acquiesced to representation if it does not repudiate the listing. In fact, a noncommercial agent selected without its knowledge is not required to accept service of process or other notices. The agent will incur no liability for refusing to do so. (79-35-14)
The Secretary of State will post on its website a list of chosen registered agents, showing the names of the entities which have selected them within the last fourteen (14) days. (79-35-5) The list will be designed to "roll off" the names of companies after fourteen (14) days has expired. This will allow registered agents to view the companies which have chosen them and to repudiate any which have named them without their consent. (79-35-11).

Changing Agent Information

Any entity wishing to change its registered agent uses a common form. (79-35-8) This eliminates the confusion currently existing with different forms for each entity type. Changing your registered agent now costs $10 for corporations, and $25 if you have a LLC. Limited partnerships cost $25 and have their own form, but limited liability partnerships have neither a form nor a fee. The new fee for all entities will be $10. (79-35-3)

Under the new Act, registered agents needing to change their address for every entity they represent will also be able to use a single form. (79-35-9) On this form, they will be able to list corporations, LLCs or limited partnerships and pay $10 per entity with a maximum fee of $1000. Similarly, registered agents will be able to resign as agent for multiple companies using one form. (79-35-4) These forms are filed on paper. The new corporate filing system currently under development with the Secretary of State's office will soon allow for an online filing of these types of changes.

The duties and responsibilities of a registered agent do not change under the MRAA. As noted above, a Noncommercial Registered Agent chosen without consent may refuse without penalty to fulfill the registered agent's duties. The new Act makes the Secretary of State's office the default registered agent for all entities if the named registered agent has resigned or cannot be found and the principles of the entity cannot be served. (79-35-13). This fixes a long-standing conflict between the Business Corporation Act and the Limited Liability Company Act.

The Mississippi Registered Agents Act went into effect on January 1, 2013. Registration of individuals and entities wishing to act as commercial registered agents began in early December.
Basel III Threatens Community Banks

By Neal C. Wise, Esq., Jones, Walker, Waechter, Poitevent, Carrère & Denège L.L.P.

The article below was first written in late October 2012. In late 2012, the U.S. federal banking agencies issued a joint press release announcing that the implementation of the proposed revisions to the regulatory capital rules commonly referred to as Basel III – and the subject of this article – was being delayed. The press release suggested that the agencies needed more time to digest the large volume of comments and concern they had received from the industry. As explained in this article, the outcry from the industry should come as no surprise due to the serious and potentially devastating implications these proposed rules may have on community banks. State banking associations, such as the Mississippi Bankers Association, and other industry groups submitted over 2,000 comment letters urging the regulatory agencies to reconsider the proposed rules. While the announcement is certainly a cause for optimism among those of us invested in the banking industry, the fight is not over. Therefore, the article below is produced in its original form in order to prepare the legal profession and banking industry if and when this battle resumes.

Do Regulators Want to Destroy High School Football?

As fall settles in across Mississippi many of us will enjoy a time-honored, Friday night tradition – high school football. From the pageantry of a 6A showdown in our largest cities to the intimacy of a rural private school contest, these games bring communities together for several hours to unwind from our busy weeks. Often unnoticed for these few hours are the signs and banners dotting the fences and scoreboards around the stadium. But next time you find your seat in the bleachers, see if you can’t find a sign or banner for your local community bank. It may not be there much longer.

In Summer 2012, the primary federal banking regulators – the FDIC, the OCC, and the Federal Reserve – jointly released proposed rules implementing recently adopted capital standards of the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision (commonly referred to as Basel III). These rules threatened the ability of many of Mississippi’s banks to stay in business.

Basic Rule: All banks are required to maintain minimum capital ratios which means a certain amount of capital compared to the amount of assets they have. As an equation, (Capital) / (Assets) = Capital Ratio. The theory goes that the more assets you have the more capital you need, because a bank will need something to fall back on in hard times. Oversimplifying a bit, capital includes the investments of shareholders and earnings from business operations, among other things, that a bank or bank holding company uses to fund its operations. For a small community bank, these capital investments typically come from local community members. Likewise a bank’s assets include its products such as loans to local community members to buy the houses and commercial real estate that grow our towns.

For years, regulators have told the banks how they must calculate their Capital Ratio – you can count all of this type of capital, you can only count so much of that type of capital, and so on. On the asset side, the regulators have deemed certain assets more risky than others, such as mortgage loans where the customer is putting very little money down. These perceived risky assets are given a higher “risk-weighting” than other assets, so the more of them you have, the more capital you would be required to keep. Banks have adapted to these rules and for the most part have experienced very little trouble meeting the minimum Capital Ratios.
However, the proposed Basel III rules have completely changed the game in at least three significant ways that will affect Mississippi’s community banks.

1. Eliminating TRUPS
   One of a community bank’s favorite ways to raise capital has been the issuance of trust preferred securities, or TRUPS. TRUPS have characteristics of both debt and equity. They generally have long maturities but allow for early redemption, make periodic payments, mature at face value and typically allow for the deferral of interest payments. TRUPS are critical to small banks and bank holding companies because the regulators have allowed them to be treated as Tier 1 (the best form) capital.

Under the Dodd-Frank Act of 2010, lawmakers acknowledged the importance of these securities to small banks and bank holding companies – which lack access to public capital markets – by allowing banks and bank holding companies with less than $15 billion in assets to continue treating TRUPS as Tier 1 capital.

However, the regulators failed to follow the lawmakers’ logic when issuing the proposed Basel III rules. Under the proposed rules, all banks and bank holding companies with more than $500 million in assets, as opposed to $15 billion, must immediately begin phasing out the treatment of TRUPS as Tier 1 capital over a 10 year span. This phase-out will affect many banks in Mississippi.

Without the ability to treat TRUPS as Tier 1 capital, banks must either raise additional capital from shareholders (a daunting prospect in historically difficult economic times) or consider reducing the size of the bank. Reducing the size of the banks could lead to less jobs in the community and fewer products and services for the banks’ customers.

2. Re-weighting Residential Mortgages
   On the asset side the changes are even more harmful. As mentioned above, the regulators require banks to assign certain risk-weighting percentages to every single asset a bank has. The risk weights start at 0% for particularly safe assets, such as cash, and quickly escalate. For a community bank in Mississippi, its balance sheet is dominated by two types of assets – residential mortgage loans and commercial real estate loans. Both of these got the short end of the stick under the proposed rules.

Traditionally, a residential mortgage loan was like Goldilocks’ favorite porridge – not too hot, not too cold. These assets were considered fairly safe and therefore received a 50% risk weighting. So making a $100,000 mortgage meant the bank had to put $50,000 into the denominator of the Capital Ratio. Enter the big, bad wolf...err...housing crisis of 2008 and the regulatory hysteria that ensued. Conflicting fairytale references aside, the result was not pretty for community banks.

Although the housing crisis of late 2008-present was primarily the result of a few mega-banks’ irresponsible trading practices, any bank that originated residential mortgages was in the regulatory crosshairs. Under the proposed Basel III rules, residential mortgages can now receive up to a 200% risk weighting if the loan has a balloon payment feature, variable interest rate, and high loan-to-value ratios. That same $100,000 mortgage may increase the banks’ Capital Ratio denominator by $200,000 rather than $50,000. The results could be devastating for community banks, which typically are the ones that generate mortgages with these types of features, even though community banks weren’t the cause of the housing crisis! If the rules are adopted as proposed, many community banks around Mississippi may have to consider dramatically reducing their mortgage lending or even discontinuing it altogether.

3. Stifling Commercial Development
   Likewise, the proposed rules would dramatically increase the risk weights assigned to many commercial real estate loans. These loans allow members of the community to buy the real estate to start their own restaurants, convenience stores and other businesses. Under the proposed rules, a loan will be classified as a high volatility commercial real estate loan, and receive a new 150% risk weight, if it does not receive at least 15% of the “as completed” appraised value of the property from the borrower.
with a contractual obligation to remain in the project throughout its lifespan. The proposed rule appears to disregard the realities that many of these projects receive financial assistance from third parties, in the form of grants and rent assistance, and many would-be business owners simply do not have that much cash to put towards a down payment. Effectively, the rules are shutting out economic development in small towns across Mississippi and similar communities where it is needed the most.

The real tragedy of the proposed Basel III rules is the disproportionate effect that the rules will have on community banks and small towns across the country. These capital standards were designed to prevent another financial crisis like the one we are slowly climbing out of. However the very financial institutions that were the cause of the financial crisis are the only ones that have the resources to fully understand and implement these excessively cumbersome and complicated rules. Community banks across Mississippi and other states have withstood the turbulence of the last four years and are still standing. Yet with the end of the recession in sight, these banks may not get the chance to see themselves come out on the other side. Small institutions which lack the capabilities and risk-appetite to continue their operations in substantially the same way that they currently do will undoubtedly look to consolidate. It’s unlikely that the larger institutions they consolidate with will be interested in sponsoring a local high school football team or holiday parade.

There is some hope however that the proposed rules will not be implemented or will at least exempt community banks. Several high-profile individuals in the regulatory community, including members of the FDIC and OCC, have expressed strong opposition to the rules. Additionally, grassroots efforts by state banking associations, including the Mississippi Bankers Association, and other organizations have resulted in thousands of financial institutions submitting comment letters to the regulatory agencies in opposition. While proposed rules such as these typically fly under the radar, it has been encouraging to see the outpouring of concern about the future of our community banks.

If you have made it to the end of this article, I commend you on your perseverance. This is a dense, dry topic that may not seem particularly applicable to your career. However, if you grew up in Mississippi, or any small town around the country, you understand the importance of local community businesses. No industry or business has more of a connection with a community than a local bank. Fall will soon turn to winter and football season will end. But when the next season rolls around, I hope we will still have as many signs on our stadiums.
An Update on Business Bills from the 2013 Legislative Session

The 2013 Session of the Mississippi Legislature is scheduled to end on April 8. Here is an overview of some of the enacted and active business bills identified by Section members.

(As of March 11, 2013)

Approved by Governor
SB2194: Derivative Transactions
SB2194 amends the lending limit statutes (Miss. Code § 81-5-77) to provide that credit exposure associated with derivative transactions is included in the individual limit. The legislation is intended to ensure that state-chartered banks in Mississippi engaging in derivative transactions are compliant with Dodd-Frank Section 611. Senator Gary Jackson was the primary sponsor.

Sent to Governor
Amendments to Uniform Commercial Code (SB2609)
SB 2609 adopts the 2010 amendments to Article 9 of the UCC as well as the 2012 amendments to Article 4A governing remittance transfers. Of note, under the amended Article 9, an individual debtor’s name will be the name that appears on his or her driver’s license or non-driver’s state identification. For organizations, the name will be as it appears on the organization’s public organic record. These amendments are intended to provide secured parties more confidence that they are properly perfected, and to make searching for other filings easier.

Passed by Both Chambers; Awaiting Concur-rence or Non-Concurrence
Workforce Training Alternative to Jobs Tax Credit (HB117)
The legislation allows a business qualifying for the Jobs Tax Credit the option of claiming the credit or receive job training grants equal to 75% of the training or retraining costs incurred by the business.

Increasing Rebate Amount under Mississippi Motion Picture Investment Act (HB783)
Under the 2004 Mississippi Motion Picture Investment Act, a motion picture company can receive a rebate of up to 25% of its base investment in a project up to $8 million dollars and a rebate of up to 25% of its Mississippi payroll up to $1 million dollars.

The proposed House bill would expand the base investment cap from $8 million to $10 million and the payroll cap from $1 million to $5 million. The Senate amended the bill to include computer and video games in the definition of motion picture.

Transferability of Historic Property Income Tax Credits (HB 1003)
Currently, an income tax credit is available for the rehabilitation of historic buildings that are determined by the Secretary of Interior to be “certified historic structures.” These credits can be carried forward, but not sold.

Under the proposed law, a taxpayer can sell the unused portion of historic property tax credit subject to guidelines established by the Department of Revenue. It also expands the list of eligible certified historic structures to include structures that have been deemed eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. Currently, the structure must already be listed.

Strengthening Mississippi Academic Research Through Business Act – The SMART Business Act (SB2537, HB825)
The SMART Business Act allows a business investing in research at a Mississippi research university to receive a 25% rebate for the research costs incurred by the business.
Mississippi Consumer Alternative Installment Loan Act (SB2571)

The legislation prohibits businesses from making consumer installment loans or contracting for interest on those loans without holding a valid license under the Small Loan Privilege Tax Law (Section 75-67-201).

The proposed legislation also sets closing fees for consumer loans, and caps the monthly loan amount at 22.5% of the consumer’s gross monthly income.

Persons engaged in extending credit to borrowers primarily for business or commercial purposes are exempted from the requirements.

As of the publication of this update, the House had inserted language into the Senate bill stating the provisions of the bill would only go into effect if the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau adopts a binding regulation.

Passed in One Chamber
Expanding Health Care Industry Zones (HB722)

Under the existing Health Care Industry Zone Act signed into law in 2012 (H.B. 1537), certain businesses can qualify for tax incentives if they locate within five miles of a hospital and are in a tri-county area that has 375 or more acute care hospital beds. Over 70 of Mississippi’s 82 counties have areas that can be zoned as a health care industry zone.

Under new legislation, businesses would also be eligible for these incentives if they locate within five miles of a SACS-accredited college or university that provides training in health care or pharmaceutical training.
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Section News & Announcements

**Legislative Update CLE May 14**

The Business Section’s annual Legislative Update CLE will be May 14, 2013. State lawmakers and will offer their perspectives on business legislation introduced in the 2013 Legislative Session.

**Ethics Hour CLE Program June 11**

The Business Section’s Ethics Hour CLE will be June 11, 2013. Mississippi Bar General Counsel Adam Kilgore and Page Mannino’s David Allen will be panelists. MC law professor Donald Campbell will moderate.

**2013 Annual Meeting and Summer School July 8–13**

The 2013 Summer School for Lawyers will be held at the Linkside Conference Center in Sandestin Resort July 8-10. The 2013 Annual Meeting will be held at the Sandestin Hilton July 10-13.

**MDA’s Christensen Highlights Business Section Social**

Mississippi Development Authority Executive Director Brent Christensen headlined the annual meet and greet social of the Business Law Section and Mississippi Corporate Counsel Association held November 15 at Nick’s Restaurant.

The informal event was a valuable opportunity for members to meet Christensen, who was CEO of Gainesville, Fla.’s Chamber of Commerce before becoming head of MDA in June 2012.

According to longtime Section members, the 2012 Social was one of the most well-attended in years. In addition to the strong Section turnout, several law students from the University of Mississippi School of Law’s Business Law Institute and Mississippi College School of Law also attended.

---

Tammra Cascio, Brent Christensen, Ken Farmer

Aileen Thomas, Richard Bradley, Peyton Prospere, Bob Lazarus

Drew Snyder, Cheryn Baker, Ryan Pratt
Member News & Notes

In November **CHERYN BAKER** returned to the public sector as Assistant Secretary of State, Securities Division. Previously, she was Assistant Secretary of State of Policy and Research. Before returning to the Secretary of State’s Office, Cheryn was Corporate Counsel at Hancock Bank.

**BARRY HASSELL** has been chosen as a Mid-South Super-Lawyers Rising Star.

**TROY JOHNSTON** has joined the Greater Jackson office of Butler, Snow, O’ Mara, Stevens & Cannada, PLLC.

**JESSE NEW** was selected to the 2012-2013 Leadership Madison County class.

In March city leaders joined **DAVID PHARR** for the grand opening of the Law Offices of David Pharr, PLLC. Located in Fondren, the firm focuses on services to small and medium size businesses.

**TRAY HAIRSTON** was named 2012 Young Lawyer of the Year for Mississippi College School of Law. In January 2012, he joined the Governor’s Office as Associate Counsel and Policy Advisor. Previously, Tray was an associate with Balch & Bingham.

**BENSONES** was appointed by Governor Phil Bryant to represent Mississippi on the Uniform Law Commission, a leading statutory reform group focused on developing well-conceived and well-drafted legislation in areas of state law where uniformity is desirable.

**JEFF STANCILL** was a presenter at the Mississippi and Tennessee Bankers Associations CEO/Executive Management Conference in Bermuda.

In January **NEAL WISE** married Marion Wood.

In November Section members **DAVID MARCHETTI, RICHARD NORRIS, JIM O’MARA, ANDY TAGGART, WALTER WEEMS, and SCOTT WELLS** were among the attorneys recognized as “Leaders in Law” by the Mississippi Business Journal.
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The Business Law Section of the Mississippi Bar has a listserv.

As a member of the Business Law Section you are automatically a member of the listserv.
To send a message to the following listserv email address:

BusinessLaw@listbox.com
LISTSERV RULES AND ETIQUETTE

TO MB LISTSERVE PARTICIPANTS:

Please review the listserv rules, etiquette and legal disclaimer below. This email is forwarded to participants on all MB listserves on a periodic basis to remind everyone of the rules and etiquette of MB listserves.

Listserve Rules and Etiquette

By joining and using The Mississippi Bar’s listserves, you agree that you have read and will follow the rules and guidelines set for this listserve. You also agree to reserve list discussions for topics intended for discussion on this listserve.

As with any community, there are guidelines governing behavior on the listserves. Please take a moment to acquaint yourself with these important guidelines. MB reserves the right to suspend or terminate membership on all lists for members who violate these rules.

- **When sending messages use a meaningful subject line.** State concisely and clearly the specific topic of the comments in the subject line. This is a time-saver for all participants. Listserv participants will know if something can wait. Also, if they are not interested in the subject matter they can delete the message.

- **Do not post commercial messages.** The cyberspace term for this is "spamming". Contact people directly with products, programs and services that you believe would be of interest to them.

- **Stick to the topics intended for discussion on the listserve.**

- **Be polite, professional and civil.** Do not challenge or attack others. The discussions on MB listserves are meant to stimulate conversation, not to create contention. If you have a conflict with an individual, please settle it by private email.

- **Include a signature tag on all messages.** Include your name, affiliation, location, and e-mail address. Include only the relevant portions of the original message in your reply, delete any header information, and put your response before the original posting.

- **Warn other list subscribers of lengthy messages.** Either in the subject line or at the beginning of the message body with a line that says "Long Message."

- **Do not post anything you do not want to be seen in public.** Remember that e-mail is very easily forwarded and reproduced and can show up anywhere. Do not post anything in a listserv message that you would not want the world to see or that you would not want anyone to know came from you.

- **All defamatory, abusive, profane, threatening, offensive, or illegal materials are strictly prohibited.**

- **Don’t send meaningless messages with no content.** Messages such as “thanks for the information” or “me, too” to individuals—not to the entire list. Do this by using your e-mail application’s forwarding option and typing in or cutting and pasting in the e-mail address of the individual to whom you want to respond.

- **Do not send administrative messages through the listserve.** Messages such as “remove me from the list”, should be directed to Rene' Garner at rgarner@msbar.org

- **Use caution when discussing products.** Information posted on the listserv is available for all to see, and comments are subject to libel, slander, and antitrust laws.

- **Use virus detection/protection software.** Make sure you have and use virus detection/protection software on your PC. If you receive a email that has a virus please post a message to the listserv immediately with "WARNING VIRUS" in the subject line followed by an explanation.
**Do not send attachments through MB Listserves.** Many viruses are spread by way of attachments. If you wish to send an attachment to someone please email directly and DO NOT POST to listserv.

**Disclaimer and Legal Rules**

This listserv is provided as a service of The Mississippi Bar. MB accepts no responsibility for the opinions and information posted on this site by others. MB disclaims all warranties with regard to information posted on this site, whether posted by MB or any third party; this disclaimer includes all implied warranties of merchantability and fitness. In no event shall MB be liable for any special, indirect, or consequential damages or any damages whatsoever resulting from loss of use, data, or profits, arising out of or in connection with the use or performance of any information posted on this site.

Do not post any defamatory, abusive, profane, threatening, offensive, or illegal materials. Do not post any information or other material protected by copyright without the permission of the copyright owner. By posting material, the posting party warrants and represents that he or she owns the copyright with respect to such material or has received permission from the copyright owner. In addition, the posting party grants MB and users of this list the nonexclusive right and license to display, copy, publish, distribute, transmit, print, and use such information or other material.

Messages should not be posted if they encourage or facilitate members to arrive at any agreement that either expressly or impliedly leads to price fixing, a boycott of another’s business, or other conduct intended to illegally restrict free trade. Messages that encourage or facilitate an agreement about the following subjects are inappropriate: prices, discounts, or terms or conditions of sale; salaries; profits, profit margins, or cost data; market shares, sales territories, or markets; allocation of customers or territories; or selection, rejection, or termination of customers or suppliers.

**MB does not actively monitor the site for inappropriate postings and does not on its own undertake editorial control of postings. However, in the event that any inappropriate posting is brought to MB’s attention, MB will take all appropriate action.**

**MB reserves the right to terminate access to any user who does not abide by these guidelines.**